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Abstract: In recent years, news media have been hugely disrupted by the potential of technologicaldriven approaches in the creation, production, and distribution of news products and services. Artificial intelligence (AI) has emerged from the realm of science fiction and has become a very real
tool that can aid society in addressing many issues, including the challenges faced by the news industry. The ubiquity of computing has become apparent and has shown the different approaches
that can be achieved using AI. We analyzed the news industry AI adoption based on the seven
subfields emanated from AI: (i) machine learning; (ii) computer vision (CV); (iii) speech recognition;
(iv) natural language processing (NLP); (v) planning, scheduling, and optimization; (vi) expert systems; and (vii) robotics. Our findings suggest that three subfields are being more developed in the
news media: machine learning, planning, scheduling & optimization, and computer vision. Other
areas are still not fully deployed in the journalistic field. Most of the AI news projects rely on funds
from tech companies, such as Google. This limits the potential of AI in the news industry to a small
number of players. We conclude by providing examples of how these subfields are being developed
in journalism and present an agenda for future research.
Keywords: journalism; artificial intelligence; computer science; machine learning; computer vision;
NLP.

1. Introduction
We are now living in a world where technology and data adjudicate a large array of
decisions in our lives. This means that every industry needs to adapt and embrace these
technologies to become sustainable in the future. This is not different for the news industry, “the future of journalism and its business models seem to be bound by the penetration
of technological deployment”(de-Lima-Santos and Mesquita 2021, 1416–141).
In recent years, news media have been hugely disrupted by the potential of technological-driven approaches in the creation, production, and distribution of news products
and services (Hernandez Serrano, Greenhill, and Graham 2015; Örnebring 2010), which
can be seen in novel news products and practices: data journalism (Coddington 2015;
Hermida and Young 2019), immersive and drone journalisms (Harvard 2020; Kang et al.
2019), analytics (Nelson and Tandoc 2018; Ferrer-Conill and Tandoc 2018), and automation (Linden 2017b; Lewis, Guzman, and Schmidt 2019).
Along this journey, scholars have expanded their knowledge and experience, confirming that artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities are evolving every year and making its
costs lower as well as more affordable computing power. The concept of AI refers more
narrowly “to a branch of computer science focused on simulating human intelligence”
(Broussard et al. 2019, 673).
AI in news media can certainly make life easier for overburdened resources, without
replacing the unique skills of journalists. In addition, artificial intelligence can enhance
new forms of participation and leverage new products that could increase news media
consumption (Diakopoulos 2020; Jamil 2020). However, a number of challenges tend to
delay technological innovations in newsrooms, such as resistance to change, the
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institutional landscape, historical competition, insufficient funding, lack of skills, and
complementary ambitions (Boczkowski 2004; de-Lima-Santos and Mesquita 2021;
Krumsvik et al. 2019; Paulussen 2016).
Despite the practical deployment of AI in news media, the academic literature is still
at a nascent stage. In this context, this study aims to expand it by examining case studies
collected by JournalismAI, a project from the London School of Economics and Political
Science (LSE). The list includes 102 cases that were collected by the institutions as well as
examples that were submitted by other researchers and practitioners in the AI field. Although this list is not exhaustive, this sheds light on the level of the development of AI in
news and which areas.
In order to make a theoretical contribution to this field, this study draws upon literature on artificial intelligence to sketch an outline of the field and understands where the
journalism industry is positioning itself. Thus, this article poses the following questions:
RQ1. How is news media positioning itself in the subfields of artificial intelligence?
RQ2. To what extent, is AI being deployed in the news industry?
RQ3. What are the future avenues for AI in news media?
Therefore, the contribution of this paper is twofold. First, to describe the types of AI
being developed in the news media industry that aims to facilitate research on the topic
and helps practitioners to understand the possibilities, implications, and responsibilities
that come along with AI adoption and use. Second, to provide a comprehensive analysis
of the subfields to encourage scholars and professionals to consider further steps to the
deployment of AI in the news industry.
2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Artificial Intelligence in its Current Manifestation
Although the term has gained popularity in recent years, AI is not new. It dates back
to 1955, when Stanford University’s professor John McCarthy used the term to describe
the science and engineering of making intelligent machines (McCarthy 1998). The pervasive nature of information and communications technology (ICT) and the datafication of
society have expanded their applicability in a variety of fields, such as journalism (Gelgel
2020).
As technology evolves, new opportunities are available to both consumers and businesses, helping to address some of the challenges of our time (Paulussen 2016). As a result,
the field of artificial intelligence has seen significant progress in recent years, led by numerous technological developments that made it more affordable. Although Hollywood
and science fiction movies often depict AI as sentiment machines such as robots that can
mimic human reasoning and behavior (Broussard 2018), the field is concerned with understanding and building intelligent entities that can compute “how to act effectively and
safely in wide variety of novel situations” (Russell and Norvig 2021, 19). Therefore, intelligence means performing human tasks, such as recognizing images or performing repetitive tasks (Broussard et al. 2019). In this sense, some authors understand intelligence in
AI as rationality, which can be loosely understood as doing the right things (Russell and
Norvig 2021). However, different definitions have been developed by scholars and experts over the years. In simple terms, AI can be defined as the process of “creating computing machines and systems that perform operations analogous to human learning and
decision-making” (Castro and New 2016, 2). Therefore, AI is a step-by-step procedure for
solving problems.
The academic scholarship of AI has been part of computer science for decades, but
the automation of cognitive tasks became possible only after the developments relating to
data, sensors, and advances in technology (Chan-Olmsted 2019). The ubiquity of computing has become apparent and has shown the different approaches that can be achieved
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using AI. Based on the opinions about the most promising methods and theories, AI has
been effectively deployed in some fields, while it remains beyond the reach in others
(Aronson 2018; Castro and New 2016; Ortiz Freuler and Iglesias 2018).
Despite AI being a disputed concept, seven subfields emanate from this major field
that present significant connections and commonalities among them: (i) machine learning;
(ii) computer vision (CV); (iii) speech recognition; (iv) natural language processing (NLP);
(v) planning, scheduling, and optimization; (vi) expert systems; and (vii) robotics.
The most popular is machine learning, a “subfield of AI that studies the ability to
improve performance based on previous experience” (Russell and Norvig 2021, 19). In
other words, machine learning is a branch of AI dedicated to designing algorithms that
build models from data without explicitly programming this solution (Castro and New
2016). This has reduced the operational costs and the cost of manpower substantially in
the news industry.
The development of machine learning is highly related to deep learning and predictive analytics. In deep learning, statistical techniques are used to solve problems with little
human intervention. For this, the models rely on large and complex datasets in an attempt
to replicate the human brain’s learning capabilities (Chan-Olmsted 2019; Hassaballah and
Awad 2020). Some of these models are inspired by the structure and function of neural
networks to enable a computer to learn to recognize abstract patterns, simulating large,
multilayered webs of virtual neurons (Castro and New 2016). Predictive analytics is a
branch of machine learning dedicated to making predictions about future outcomes using
historical data (Russell and Norvig 2021).
Another subfield of AI is computer vision. Through the use of mathematical algorithms, CV gives the ability of computers to derive meaningful information from digital
images (Szeliski 2011). It does not mean that a CV model can actually see the content of
an image like a human, but it is capable of detecting or deducing an object (Marr 2010).
CV algorithms can be seen in two strands: image recognition and machine vision. Image
recognition represents a set of methods for detecting and analyzing images, which can be
used for the automation of specific tasks. Machina vision encompasses the capability of a
computer to perceive the environment (Szeliski 2011; Marr 2010).
Speech recognition focuses on automatically and accurately transcribing human
speech, converting voice data into text data, commonly found in applications that follow
voice commands or answer spoken questions (Deloitte 2014). Natural language processing goes beyond that and refers to the automatic computational processing of human
language (Castro and New 2016). In other words, NLP is the ability of computer programs
to manipulate text and spoken words in a similar way humans do, such as understanding
and responding to text or voice data, extracting meaning from sentences, or generating
readable texts (Deloitte 2014). This broader subfield includes other areas such as translation, classification & clustering, and information extraction. Other terms that are relatable
to the NLP are Natural Language Generation (NLG) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU), as shown in Figure 1. While the former is responsible for converting structured
data into meaningful sentences in the form of natural language, the latter represents the
process that turns the unstructured data into understandable structured data (Future
Today Institute 2018; Locker et al. 2019).
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Figure 1. NLP models can be divided into two subsections: NLG and NLU.

Other mature cognitive technologies are the systems that use AI to determine steps
to take (planning) and understand when to carry out a certain step (scheduling) in order
to achieve a goal. Additionally, this system can find its most optimal way to make all the
necessary adjustments in the most efficient manner (optimization). This step is important
in some cases due to the trade-offs concerning limited resources and complex decisions
required by the model. This subfield is known as planning, scheduling, and optimization
(Deloitte 2014; Russell and Norvig 2021).
The rules-based systems simulate the behavior and judgment of humans that have
expert knowledge and experience in a particular field to automate the process of making
inferences about information. Also known as expert systems, this model uses databases
of knowledge and rules to solve complex problems (Russell and Norvig 2021). Robotic is
a subfield of AI that integrates different cognitive technologies to enable computers and
systems to perform different tasks simultaneously with people in unpredictable environments. Examples include robotic vacuum and unmanned aerial vehicles (Russell and
Norvig 2021).
Although these subfields describe different applications of AI, they are interwoven
and often mutually reinforcing. For this reason, some authors see AI through its five functions: monitoring, discovering, predicting, interpreting, interacting with the physical environment, humans, or machines (Castro and New 2016).
However, artificial intelligence has not yet been fully displayed in all industries. It is
particularly hard to develop these technologies in areas that are suffering from liabilities,
such as the news media. In the following section, we describe the nascent literature on
artificial intelligence in journalism and show the potential that AI brings to the news industry.
2.2. Artificial Intelligence in the News Industry
Artificial intelligence (AI) has shown promise in numerous experimental studies,
particularly in science and technology fields. Although it is hard to estimate the cost of
creating and implementing an artificial intelligence application without diving into your
project’s details, it is known that the development of AI systems has reduced costs in
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recent years. However, it still requires specialized expertise that is hard to compete with
Silicon Valley companies. These big tech companies leverage their control over AI by actively acquiring startup companies that are deploying AI solutions in an attempt to concentrate power and thwart any competitor (Linden 2017a).
A recent report has shown that the major bottleneck for the development of AI in
news media is the talent competition. It is not only about attracting talent but also retaining these professionals in newsrooms, which offer lower salaries in comparison to the tech
industry (Cook et al. 2021). This newsroom brain drain works against the adoption of
technologies in the news industry (Broussard et al. 2019).
Even with those conditions, news outlets around the world are embracing AI solutions in their newsrooms. In recent years, there was a great trend toward the automation
of news stories (Linden 2017b). Although there is a certain level of use of machine learning
algorithms in some of these projects, many of them still rely on simple automation that
fills in the blanks of template stories, instead of producing stories built on prior data
(Biswal and Gouda 2020).
A recent report has shown that the major bottleneck for the development of AI in
news media is the talent competition. It is not only about attracting talent but also retaining these professionals in newsrooms, which offer lower salaries in comparison to the tech
industry (Cook et al. 2021). This newsroom brain drain works against the adoption of
technologies in the news industry (Broussard et al. 2019; Lokot and Diakopoulos 2016).
Although many of these bots do not use machine learning or NLP models, they rely on a
series of steps to take (planning) and understand when to carry out a certain step (scheduling) in order to send messages. Prior study identified four different categories of news
bots: “the inputs and sources of input data; the outputs produced by the news bots; the
algorithms that guide how a news bot turns inputs into outputs; and the function or intent
of the news bot” (Lokot and Diakopoulos 2016, 696). In Brazil, scholars have shown that
newsrooms mainly rely on Twitter to create bots that use AI models, particularly NLP,
machine learning as well as planning, scheduling, and optimization, to process large volumes of data and interact on digital media platforms (DalBen and Jurno 2021). On the flip
side, bots were used with malicious intent in several recent events, such as the Brexit campaign (Bastos and Mercea 2018).
Even with those conditions, news outlets around the world are embracing AI solutions in their newsrooms. In recent years, there was a great trend toward the automation
of news stories (Linden 2017b). Although there is a certain level of use of machine learning
algorithms in some of these projects, many of them still rely on simple automation that fills
in the blanks of template stories, instead of producing stories built on prior data (Biswal
and Gouda 2020).
On the other hand, there is such an expectation placed upon the possibility of AI
techniques to reduce the costs of investigative journalism (Broussard 2015). However,
these models are built for a particular story, which means that there is a need to create and
train again for novel projects. As a result, the high initial investment cannot be amortized
over multiple projects (Stray 2019). Similarly, investigative news projects that rely on computer vision require significant investment to build technological infrastructure and hire
highly qualified personnel to develop such codes (de-Lima-Santos and Salaverría 2021).
Furthermore, AI models are usually trained with old and biased datasets, which can generate many ethical implications (Guzman and Lewis 2020).
Traditional news outlets have been successful in deploying AI projects in their newsrooms, such as The New York Times (NYT), The Washington Post, and Associated Press
(Chan-Olmsted 2019). However, even for them, AI is expensive (Broussard et al. 2019).
Furthermore, elite news organizations have a long way to go to realize what is possible
with AI in their newsrooms. For example, the release of GPT-3 in 2020 evolved the machine learning models for text to the next level. This model has the ability to perform many
different tasks, such as article generation, translation, summarization, and prediction,
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using less computing power (Gage 2020). On the other hand, this applicability also brings
risks, such as distorted content that can be used to deceive the public.
These advances in AI-related technologies have the potential to significantly disrupt
the nature of human-machine interactions. AI technologies prove to be in short, medium,
and long term part of a broader reconfiguration of the news industry, which started with
the digitalization and the deployment of the internet (Broussard et al. 2019; Erdal 2011).
However, AI is not a silver bullet for journalism, but it is a new tool that requires more
understanding to further support and bolster AI capabilities in newsrooms. AI-enforcement mechanisms are important for ensuring that AI systems adhere to legal and ethical
guidelines without explicitly considering the power structures between various stakeholders (Broussard et al. 2019). For this reason, it is important to understand the different
subfields of AI.
3. Methods
To understand the evolution of AI in the news industry, we resort to the list of case
studies from AIJournalism. This is a global initiative led by the LSE journalism's thinktank, Polis, which aims to expand the knowledge about AI-powered technologies in newsrooms through collaborative projects. The institute offers a network for best practice and
innovation sharing, while it also produces research reports and training materials for the
news industry. On one of the fronts, AIJournalism built a database of cases that are at the
intersection of AI and journalism. In the database, the team collected the best case studies
that they came across and there is also a form where organizations can send their applications of AI. According to AIJournalism’s portal, the idea is to “ensure that everyone in
our global network can learn from and be inspired by these creative applications of AI in
journalism” (JournalismAI n.d.).
The list comprises 102 items. We excluded 9 entries, which were not possible to access their website or we could not find information about the project on the internet. Although we recognize that this is not an extensive list, it should give some ideas of how AI
is being developed in the news industry. To analyze it, we built on the previous literature
and classify these cases according to the type of AI application they use. As shown in
Figure 1, the artificial intelligence literature suggests that there are seven major areas of
AI: (i) machine learning; (ii) natural language processing (NLP); (iii) speech recognition;
(iv) expert systems; (v) planning, scheduling, and optimization; (vi) robotics; and (vii)
computer vision (see Figure 2).
Although we recognize that in each of these areas, there are a number of subareas,
such as machine learning that can be divided into deep learning and predictive analytics,
our objective is to give a macro approach and show how those topics work together in the
journalistic field. We also acknowledge that certain projects rely on more than on the subfield of AI. In this case, we classified only the two major subfields of AI found on these
projects. Each author qualitatively analyzed each item from the database and coded it
separately. During the process, we took annotations about each project to facilitate the
discussion of discrepancies. After this process, we reunited and discussed the differences
in classification. In total, 102 news products were initially classified differently. We also
removed 9 entries because their websites were not available and we could not find information on the web about them.
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Figure 2. The seven fields of AI.

In addition, we analyzed where these projects were developed to give a better understanding of the distribution of AI-powered technologies in newsrooms worldwide.
Our findings bring into perspective the use of AI by newsrooms, especially for bringing
out the possibility of its use beyond the traditional forms of machine learning applications
and natural language processing algorithms, detailing the most relevant aspects of these
cases. In the following section, we present our findings based on the explorative research.
4. Findings
4.1. An Overview of the AI in News Media
Overall, our findings show that most of the AI applications in the news industry are
being developed in the Americas (43.01%) and Europe (39.78%). These findings are similar
to prior studies on other technological development in the news media ecosystem. For
example, data journalism was first developed in the United States and European nations,
such as the United Kingdom and the Nordic countries (Appelgren and Nygren 2014;
Borges-Rey 2016; Parasie and Dagiral 2013; Young and Hermida 2015) until recently scholars have identified developments in non-Western countries (Mutsvairo 2019). This is important because, as happened with data journalism, there is an assumption of the ubiquity
and growing universal acceptance of AI in the news industry, this is not the reality. There
is an unequal development of artificial intelligence as it is far too expensive for the majority of media companies. This limits the adoption of cutting-edge technologies by a great
part of newsrooms in the Global South (Linden 2017a). In our list, only 5.38% of the cases
were from Asia and 2.15% from Oceania. Looking more specifically at the Americas,
which also includes Latin America and Canada, only 4.3% of all cases belong to this region. The rest 38.71% belongs to the US. Only 9.68% of these cases encompass global projects, that is, products that reach wider audiences and different continents. Figure 3 depicts these subfields of AI in relation to each continent.
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Figure 3. Fields of AI in relation to continents.

In regards to AI subfields, it has been noticed that the most common is machine learning (66.67%). This is followed by applications that rely on computer vision (18.28%) and
planning, scheduling, & optimization (16.13%). NLP models learn a non-trivial amount of
linguistic knowledge, which makes it less hard to replicate it in different languages, such
as Portuguese (Rodrigues, Oliveira, and Gomes 2014). Although it can be found in the
computer science literature fine-tuning models for the English language, it requires higher
layers of specific knowledge. For this reason, NLP models represent 15.05% of our sample.
On the other hand, the subfields of speech, expert systems, and robotics are not presented in our sample. Within such a fluid environment, there is an increasing complexity
to deploy projects on these subfields of artificial intelligence in the news ecosystem, as
they require more specialized skills and some of them require an innovative approach to
develop novel products that were not previously available in the industry. This is happening at a moment when media companies are trying to survive these uncertain times
(Chan-Olmsted 2019). This integration would require significant alignment in the organization and resource investment that news outlets do not foresee in a near future (Locker
et al. 2019).
However, we could identify that a great part of these projects relies on external funds
to deploy such projects. A great majority is coming from Google’s Digital News Innovation (DNI) grants. Currently, news media is working with technology companies in a relationship that is seen as frenemies (Rashidian et al. 2018). On one hand, these tech companies broke news media’s business models; on the other hand, these big tech platforms
have become the major source of funding and disruptor of innovation in the news industry (Rashidian 2020). Additionally, news organizations are relying on third-party platforms, such as Google's incubator Jigsaw, to help them develop AI solutions for their business, echoing findings from previous studies (Cook et al. 2021). In the following subsections, we will describe how the three main subfields of AI are being developed in the news
industry.
4.2. Machine Learning and its Applications in the Journalistic Field
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Although many of these organizations relied on external funding to develop some of
these projects, the news media is looking for ways to improve their strategies and boost
their revenue streams. In our cases, two major trends appear. First, the use of machine
learning models was commonly used to learn the readers' interest to boost engagement
with a content recommendation engine. For example, The New York Times, New Zealand
Media and Entertainment (NZME), and Toutiao (China) were some news media organizations that launched AI-powered news applications with this intent. In the same vein,
The Times (UK) halved digital subscriber churn using tailored emails for its subscribers.
Second, there is a growing number of news outlets building paywalls that bend to
the individual reader or predict subscription cancellation. The Wall Street Journal is an
example of this, the newspaper deployed a machine learning model that allows non-subscribers to sample some stories. Using a machine learning algorithm, The Wall Street Journal could build a more flexible paywall that informs news managers of the kinds of stories
and how many stories certain types of users are interested in. Similarly, third-party organizations start to build these solutions and offer them to newsrooms, such as Piano in
the US and Deep BI in the UK, echoing findings from previous studies (Cook et al. 2021).
Although machine learning is the most popular subfield of AI, as it gives the ability
of computers to improve performance based on previous experience (Russell and Norvig
2021), it is also the most common model because it can be applied with other subfields of
AI. We could identify some projects that combined machine learning algorithms with
NLP, computer vision as well as planning, scheduling, and optimization. This happens
because these different components are squeezed and entangled in the AI space (Castro
and New 2016). One of those subfields of AI that is commonly used with machine learning
is planning, scheduling, and optimization.
4.3. Computer Vision To Investigative Reporting
Until recently, AI only worked at a limited capacity since technologists had to program a wide array of functions into a system to mimic human intelligence, requiring a
massive computing power with low throughput. However, this has changed with better
hardware, more data, and better algorithms (Aronson 2018; Castro and New 2016;
Hassaballah and Awad 2020; Whittaker 2019). Nonetheless, computer vision is still a subfield of AI that requires a powerful tool to simulate human vision, enabling a machine to
learn to recognize abstract patterns in images (Castro and New 2016; Szeliski 2011).
In our dataset, it was noticed in our sample some small news outlets developing news
stories using CV. The small news outlet Texty in Ukraine relied on CV models to detect
land that turned into lunar landscapes due to illegal amber mining in the country. However, we could identify a major number of traditional news organizations adopting different approaches to the use of computer vision in their newsrooms. The New York Times
and Reuters used CV algorithms in their news stories. For example, NYT used computer
vision algorithms to estimate 3D poses of sports athletes at live events. Reuters used CV
and satellite images to track the urban expansion in the South China Sea. On the other
hand, Reuter has used this subfield of AI to help in the search of its video archive. The
Chinese Xinhua News Agency is using CV combined with other subfields of AI to rebuild
its newsroom to emphasize human-machine collaboration and producing real-time stories.
In another vein, CV is being used by news organizations to detect fake images. In an
event promoted by Google, Asian practitioners developed an app called Source, powered
by Storyful. This app uses Google's AI technology to give access to an image's public history, allowing one to understand its provenance and any sort of manipulation.
4.4. Planning, Scheduling, and Optimization in News Media
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In the subfield of planning, scheduling, and optimization, automated stories are commonly found. The process involves running data through an algorithm that organizes that
data into a readable story. Therefore, the use of algorithms to plan, publish and refine
stories is usually implemented to produce stories that are data-driven, such as crimes,
earthquakes, elections, finance, and sports. After the success of LA Times’ QuakeBot that
has a write-up within minutes of an earthquake, newsrooms started to embrace the automation of stories (Salaverría and de-Lima-Santos 2020).
In general, the narrative structures are repetitive, allowing automation (Carlson 2015;
Dörr 2016; Graefe 2016; van Dalen 2012). For example, AP and Newsday automated the
coverage of 124 school districts in the US and The Washington Post has published 850
automated articles in 2016. These examples highlight the potential that AI brings to news
production, allowing producing more stories, using less human resources (Broussard et
al. 2019). On the flip side, there is a pile of ethical and quality concerns raised by these
automated stories (Guzman and Lewis 2020).
During the COVID-19 outbreak, news media saw the opportunity to automate their
production processes, as global death toll and infection rates were structured data that
can fit into predictable story frames (Danzon-Chambaud 2021). For example, The Times
(UK) automated a powerful charting tool to build graphics of the coronavirus coverage.
In BBC, a project called Salco (Semi-Automated Local Content) was released to generate
over 100 unique stories per month, allowing its coverage to focus on local audiences that
could learn about their hospital’s performance. These examples bring another level of AI
systems which includes other subfields, such as NLG and Computer Vision.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
Overall, this study argues that AI can take different forms in the news industry. Our
findings show three major subfields are more present in the news ecosystem: machine
learning, planning, scheduling, & optimization, and computer vision. Machine learning is
used in different parts of the news workflow. However, two applications were commonly
found in our cases. First, there is a great interest in boosting public engagement using
machine learning recommendation engines. Second, news outlets use machine learning
models to adjust their business strategies to individual readers. For example, it is used to
predict subscription cancellation or build paywalls that bend to the individual reader.
Thus, machine learning algorithms were used to strengthen news media’s business model
and boost revenue streams. In line with previous studies, third-party organizations build
these solutions and sell them to newsrooms, such as Piano in the US and Deep BI in the
UK (Cook et al. 2021). In a similar vein, big tech platforms, mainly Google, are providing
some of these solutions, such as Jigsaw, a tool used to help community managers manage
toxic comments or posts that might violate community guidelines (Rashidian 2020).
In the subfield of planning, scheduling, and optimization, automated journalism governs. Although journalism is related to textual content, our findings suggest that NLP
models are less used in the industry than planning, scheduling, and optimization. We
speculate that this might have associated with the fact that it is not easy to replicate NLP
models in different languages, such as Portuguese (Rodrigues, Oliveira, and Gomes 2014).
Furthermore, automated journalism constitutes a basic application of computational models, which in many cases, are used to fill in the blanks of template stories, instead of adopting machine learning or NLP approaches (Biswal and Gouda 2020).
Computer vision is a subfield of AI that helps practitioners to deal with visual content
in different ways. So far, most of the cases deal with CV as a tool for investigative reporting, including fact-checking. In this aspect, CV seems limited to be a one-goal project,
which hampers its application on a large scale. Although we could identify small news
outlets relying on computer vision algorithms to produce investigative stories, the majority came from large newsrooms. We understand that, as CV requires technological
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infrastructure, qualified personnel to develop such codes, and a significant investment,
only large newsrooms can afford it (de-Lima-Santos and Salaverría 2021). On the other
hand, we found that most of the applications using AI in the news industry rely on grants
from big tech companies, such as Google and Facebook (Rashidian et al. 2018; Rashidian
2020). This brings serious challenges to the development of technological innovations in
the news media, as these organizations decide to whom, where, and when the money
goes.
We were lacking examples that use social bots by these news companies. Most of the
bots were news bots that write stories. These social bots are the easiest application of technological assistance in news production and dissemination (DalBen and Jurno 2021; Lokot
and Diakopoulos 2016). However, we recognize that there are two reasons why they did
not show up on this list. First, social bots, for example on Twitter, are not necessarily using
AI. We speculate that this might be the reason social media bots did not show up in the
list of cases. Second, this list is not extensive enough, which might leave some examples
of AI applications in the news industry out. Because of this potential limitation, we treat
the study as an initial approach to the subject. Future research could explore this topic,
especially from practitioners’ point of view. Furthermore, it would be interesting to have
more ethnographic studies about the development of AI in newsrooms, shedding light on
limitations and hurdles to deploy AI algorithms in the field.
In conclusion, we were able, despite the limitations discussed, to highlight the different uses of the subfields of AI in the news industry. Our study contributes to scholarly
literature by stressing the limits and opportunities of AI in news media and giving inputs
for practitioners to expand its applicability.
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